Note: Here are five helpful hints.
1. Organize your parts by “Like Items” as shown.
2. Start on the base first and work your way up.
3. Do not fasten the screws until you are completely finished.
4. Use screw gun if possible.
5. When putting the net on... Locate red tab on net and place it on part “H” (See arrow for location). Work toward the sides and follow the pattern for.
Note: Assemble the fittings loosely until the set is complete and the net is properly attached.

1) Using the straight tube connector, assemble the back & top tube.
2) Spread the net out as shown and thread the back tube through the back edge of the net.
   See (Fig. 1) for the threading diagram.
3) Add the elbow fittings to the ends of the back tube.
4) Thread the bottom side tubes through the bottom side of net, then insert bottom side tubes into the back tube elbows.
5) Add the elbow fittings into the bottom side tubes open end up.
6) Thread the upright side tubes through the side of net, then insert upright tubes into the elbow fittings of the bottom side tubes.
7) Add the two remaining elbow fittings to the top of the upright & upright side tubes.
8) Thread the top tubes through the top net then insert top tubes into the Hook connector.
9) Assemble the top tube section with the straight tube connector, then thread the top tube through the top edge of the net and assemble into top elbow fittings & T connector.

Note: The enclosed screws can be used in the elbows if a tighter fit is desired.